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1. The question of the Lie simplicity of [R, I?] for a simple ring R 
was essentially completed by Herstein [3, Chapt. 11. Still open is the question 
of the essential simplicity of the derived group of the group of units of R. 
We partially solve this problem by giving sufficient conditions which we 
show will give the result for the known examples (set Dieudonne [2], 
Kaplansky [5], and Rosenberg [S]) and which add new ones. We must make 
the assumption that R contains matrix units. Then we consider the group of 
transvections T with respect to these matrix units, and prove, with an added 
condition, that T is contained in any noncentral subgroup that it normalizes. 
Finally we show that being able to diagonalize units with respect to T is 
sufficient to imply the essential simplicity of the derived group of R. 
2. All rings are assumed to be associative with an identity element. 
Unless otherwise stated, R will denote a simple ring containing n x n 
matrix units. That is, for some integer n 2 2, there exist elements eij E A 
for i,j = I ,..., 7t satisfying: 
(1) 
2 eia = eii , 
(2) e,,#O, 1, 
(31 etjej, = ei, , 
(4) eizeh = 0 if j f: h, 
(5) 1 = zy-1 eii * 
We let R,, = ei,Rejj and an element of R, will be denoted by yij . Note that 
T E R is of the form 
Y = x Yij . 
t.i 
* This work forms a portion of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation undertaken at the 
University of Chicago under the direction of Prof. I. S. Herstein. 
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The center of R will be denoted by 2, the group of units of R by L’, the derived 
or commutator subgroup of Ci by u’, the derived group of I;’ by Lr(a), and 
in general the derived group of CJ ‘(n) by W+r). If G is a normal subgroup of 
H we write G 4 H. Note that for R simple we have the Ri, all isomorphic 
simple rings, the isomorphism of Rii onto R, being given by rii ++ ejiriieij . 
LEYI~~A 2.1. Rij f: 0 and RiiRj, = Ri, . 
Proof. [7, Lemma 2.31 
DEFINITIOK 2.2. For u, v E U let (u, v) = u-%T~v. For r, s E R let 
[r, s] == rs - fr. 
DEFIXITION 2.3. FRY sets iI, and E let I.l - E = (d E D ! d $ E). 
DEFINITIOX 2.4. Let A be a set of matrix units contained in R, We denote 
by TA the group generated by all 1 -t rij for es5 , ejj E A and i f j. TA is called 
the group of transvections of R with respect to A, and 1 + rgj is called an 
elementary transvection if i -# j. 
The set A will generally be fixed in our discussion, and so, we will refer 
to T, as the group of transvcctions and denote it simply by T. 
DEFISITXON 2.5. IV, will denote a noncentral subgroup of U which contuilzs 
T(T,) in its normalizer. That is, for h f A!, and t E T we have tht-’ E IV* . 
DEFINITIOX 2.4. For any ring C, the right annihilator of a subset K, 
gritty B(K), is (c E C 1 hc = 0 for al1 k E K). If P is a s&ring of C then ZLte 
have 4(K) n P = r,(K). Simirclrly for the left annihilators 6’(K) and tp(Ic). 
DEFINITION 2.7. R is called ZDP iffor some i, Rii satisfies the fo2lozkzg: 
given s E R,, , s # 0, there extit x, y E Rii with x, y f 0 and xsy = 0. 
By the isomorph~m of the Rjj , we clearly have that if some Rti satisfies 
the ZDP property, then all the Rjj do. 
Some examples of rings which are ZDP would be rings in which R, or just 
Rii , has zero divisors and satisfies any of: 
(I ) R is algebraic over its center. 
(2) R is regular in the sense that for x E R, there is y E R with qx = x. 
(3) x E R not a zero divisor implies that there is y E R with yx a nonzero 
idempotent. 
(4) R has no infinite direct sum of left (right) ideals. 
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In the first two cases, each element is invertible or a zero divisor, and so, 
the property holds, for if u is a unit and ab = 0, then (UK’) ub = 0. It 
clearly holds in example three. A simple argument in each case shows that 
& possesses the same property. In example four, if x E R is not a zero 
divisor, then Rx intersects every left ideal of R [3, p. 831, and in particular, 
the left annihilator of some k E R. Hence for some T E R, rxk = 0. We now 
show that if R satisfies condition four, then so does Rii . Suppose that xi Hi 
is an infinite direct sum of left ideals in R, . AS R is simple, RIrI, # 0. If 
xi RH, is not direct, we have, for a finite number of i, that xi rihi = 0. 
Let li = Ck rt and hi = hi, . For any k we have xi rihi = 0 implies that 
xi ej,&hfj = 0. But xi Hi is direct, so ri,h:i = 0 for each i and k. Hence 
rihi = 0 and xi RH, would be direct, so xi Hi is not direct. 
If R(R,,) in example four above is a domain, then matrix rings over R 
will be ZDP. 
3. Our first goal is to show that if R is ZDP then T C N, . Some extra 
assumptions will be needed if R only contains 2 x 2 matrix units. We begin 
with 
LEMMA 3.1. If h E Z, then hjk = 0 for j f k and hii = e,jhjjeji . 
Proof. h E Z implies that eijh = heij . Clearly hj, = 0 for j # k as 
eiihi,e,, = 0. Further, 
eiiheji = heiieji = heii . 
Thus, 
eiiheii = hii = eiieijheji = eijhji 5= eijhjjeji . 
LE~MMA 3.2. Given R which is ZDP and some NT, thetz for some i # jgij = 0 
for some g E NT - Z. 
Proof. Assume that for g E NT - Zgij # 0 for i # j. Let g-l = f. 
Consider h = ((1 + rif), f) E NT. We have 
h = 1 -rij +grijf --ijgYijf and hji = g~irijfji . 
Suppose that eijgjitii = 0 for tii f 0. Let rii = tiieij . Then hji = 0 and 
we are done unless h E Z for every tii E aR,,(eijgji). Now by Lemma 3.1, 
h E Z implies that h,, = 0 for p # k and 
h,, = e,jhj9ej, = e,jejiej, + ekjgjirijhjei, = ekk . 
Hence h = 1. Thus (1 - rii) g = g( 1 - rii), or rijg = grdj . SO tiieijgji = 0, 
and /Rx,,(eijgjJ r) +R,,,(eijgji). Hence we can assume that there is t,i # 0 
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with ti<siigji = 0. Form a new h with f and g interchanged. We now obtain 
h=l- rij +frij&? - rijfrijg- 
If 7ij = tiieij we again get 
h,i =fjitiieijgii = 0, 
and SO, we are done unless h E Z for every tii E ~~i~~e~jg~i)* We can again 
show that h = I, and now obtain 
Thus, assuming to begin with, that 
allows us to construct our desired element unless 
But then hn..(e,jg,i) is an ideal in & , a simple ring. As e,gjc is assumed to 
be a zero d&sor, it must be zero. Hence gji = 0, contradicting our original 
assumption. So we have shown that if some e,jgji is a Ieft or right zero 
divisor for g E 121, - 2, then we are done. 
Assume now that eijgj, is neither a left or right zero divisor in A!,, for all 
g E 1L;. - Z. We know by the ZDP assumption that there are nonzero t,, 
and xii with 
xiie,jgiitii = 0. 
Xow let rij = tiieij . We again form 
h = ((1 +rij),f)~N,.. 
Then hj, has the property that 
while h,, # 0, since qjgji and eii fji cannot be zero divisors in &, by 
assumption. Thus h E XT - % with eijhji a zero divisor. By the argument 
above we are done. 
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Proof. Suppose s $ Z. Then for some if j there is some yij with 
[s, rij] # 0. Otherwise, s commutes with every Rkm , and so with R. Clearly 
and so, 
1 f (S, (1 + Yij)) = 1 - tiiYijSjj + Yii E Nr with ~ij - t,iYijSjj E Ri, 
and not zero. Thus Nr contains an elementary transvection. 
THEOREM 3.4. If R is ZDP, then N, contains an elementary transvection. 
Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case I. R contains 2 x 2 matrix units. 
Consider g E NT - 2. If g,, = g,, = 0, we are done by Lemma 3.3. 
Assume g,, f 0. If e,,g,, is either a left or right zero divisor in R,, , then the 
proof of Lemma 3.2 shows there is an h E NT - Z with h, = 0 and either 
h,, = e,, or h,, = es2 . If e,,g,, is not a zero divisor in R,, , then the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 tells us that there is a noncentral element h EN, with h, # 0 
and e,.Jrh,, a zero divisor in R,, . Thus in any event we can assume that NT 
contains a noncentral element h with ha, = 0 and h, = eaa (or hi, = ert). 
Clearly f = h-l has fil = 0 and fz2 = ez2 . Hence 
(1 -I- 712 ,f) = 1 - 112 + Jwi, E NT, 
and so, Nr contains an elementary transvection unless y12 = h,,~,, for all 
r12 . But then ei2 = h,,e,, , and so, e rr = h,, and h itself is an elementary 
transvection. 
Case II. R contains n x n matrix units for some n > 2. 
By Lemma 3.2 we can assume we have g E NT - Z with gij = 0 for some 
i # j. Suppose thcrc is a k with k f i and g,, f 0. Choose smi with 
s,,,igik # 0. This is always possible, for if e,,Rg,, = 0, we have, by the 
simplicity of R, that gi, = 0. Now as k # i, we have s,ig f gs,i and 
smigej, L= 0. Therefore, 
l f (g, l + smi) = 1 - g-lsmig +S,i-g’S,igSmi=l +wEN~ 
and wejj =z 0. We write 
1 + W = C fnp + ejj 
7b.P 
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with p + j. Let h = (1 $ ZL)-~. Then 
and 
ejj = (h(l $ W))jj = c hj,(l + ui),i = hj, 
It 
0 -;z (h(1 + w))&. = 1 h,,(l -i W)& = Jz,j 
Pi 
for K # j. 
Thus h = 1 + v where vejj = 0. Pick sjrc , j f k, with sj,w f 0. If this is 
impossible, then e,,z =: 0 for k -f: j which is what we are aiming for, so 
assume for now that we can pick S~&W f 0 for some j f k. Then sj,w t;ii wsjB 
(= 0) and 
I#(1 ~S~~,l+~)=l-s~kw-sSik~~EN~ 
where 
Write 
(SjkW - SjkwU) ejj = 0. 
sjl&w - Sj&wv = r = rji + t 
for some i with Yj< # 0 and teii = 0. Pick xix with k f i, j so that rxii; f 0 
and note that ra = 0 = x,,r. Thus 
(l+r,l+Xj~)=l+rXjkEAT~ 
and N, contains an elementary transvection. 
Recall that we have been assuming that we could find, originally, some 
k f i with gik f 0 where we are assuming that gij = 0. If this is impossible, 
but we can find k # j with gki # 0, then we could perform a sequence of 
operations as above to obtain an elementary transvection. If gi, = g,, = 0 
for i # k and zz # j, we could repeat the argument, starting with gi, = 0 
for p f i, j. Again we would be done unless gnfi =: 0 for n # p. Continuing 
in this way will obtain our transvection unless g, == 0 for all i f j. But then 
iVr contains an elementary transvection by Lemma 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. If R contains n x n matrix units for n > 3, and if 
1 t-rijEhrTfoTifjandrij#O, then TCNT. 
Proof. Pick k # i, j. Then 
(1 + rki, 1 + rij) = 1 + TkjTjj 
is in NT. Pick m f k, j. Then 
(1 + IMYjj , 1 + Yfrn) = 1 + rkjrjjYjm 
481/x6,'1-8 
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is in NT. As r&i and rj, are arbitrary, since (1 + a)(1 + b) = 1 + u + b if 
~b = 0, and as I?- = RkirijRjm , we have 1 + r,, E NT for any rtim E R,, . 
Similarly, we obtain 1 + rnp E NT for arbitrary n, p with n f p. By Definition 
2.4, TCN,. 
LFMMA 3.6. Given i # j and x and v in Rsi with xv = wx = eii , then 
1 - eii - e,j + x f ejine<s E T. 
Proof. Consider t E R, and a, b E Rjji . Now T contains 
(1 + a)(1 + r)(l + b) = 1 + a +- t + b + UT + Y!J + urb. 
For arbitrary ytw~Rji, let u=y-eji, b=w-eeii, and r=eij. 
Substituting, we get 
1 - eii - ejj j- eij - eji + yeij + ei,w + ye,w E I‘. 
Let w = eiix and y = e,p. Then we obtain 
I - eii - ejj + eij + x + ejivetj E T. 
multiply this element on the right by 1 - sedj E 2” to get 
1 - es< - e,, + x + ejiv+ E T. 
LEMMA 3.7. FRY any subset B C(l,2,..., n}, T contains the elements 
1 - CiEB eii + CisB xii , where xii is my element of the derived group of the 
group of units of Rii . 
Proof. For any fixed i and j # i denote 1 - edi - ejj by E. If x and y are 
units in R,, with inverses t and s respectively, then by Lemma 3.6, 
(E + X + ej&j)(E + y + ej&j) = E + Xy + ejit.W~j 
is in T. Also E + ts + ejiym<j is in T. Hence the product E + ~S,ZY + ejj 
is in T. A product of such elements for the various i in B will give any element 
of the desired form. 
LEMMA 3.8. For if j, T contuins the elements 
E(i, j) = 1 - eii - ejj -+- egj - eji , 
and E(i, j)-l = E( j, i). 
Proof. A direct computation shows that 
E(i, j) = (1 - d(l + e&l - eji). 
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LEMMA 3.9. Suppose that R co&a&s 2 x 2 m&x z&s, card 2 > 3, 
RI1 contains a nonidentity idmpotent, and R,, is not 4-dimnsimal over its 
center 2, if the characteristic of 2 = 2. If 1 + r12 E NT and r,, f 0, then 
TCiV,, 
Prooj. As 1 + r12 E NT, we have 
1 - Y12 =(I + r&)-l E iv* . 
By Lemma 3.6, we know that UI + e,,w-lL;, E 7’ for w E 2, . Hence 
(w -I- e2,w%J(l -I- r12)(+ -f- ealwe12) = 1 + wrl~21welz = 1 i wS;, 
is in NT. By Lemma 3.7, T contains x + ess with x any element of the derived 
group of the group of units of R,, . Therefore 
(x + e,,)(l + w%~)(x-~ f ez2) = (1 i- =@rla) & NT . 
For similar x1 # x and wr # w we get (1 + xlwI%~s) E :Yr . Kate that 
since 1 - rr2 E NT, we also have 1 - xwsrxs E NT. Since 
(1 + xw2r1p)( 1 + “p&2) = 1 + (xw2 +Xpla) PI2 E iv,, 
we can get 1 -+- sr12 E NT where s is any element in the additive group 
w = (XlW12 + -*- + x~w,~ / wi E 2, and xi (or -xi) in the derived group 
of the group of units of RJ. 
Clearly W is invariant with respect to conjugation by units of R, . So if 
cz2 = 0, for a E R 11 ? we have (1 - a)w(l + a) E W for w E W, and so, 
w -/- wa - aw - awu is in W. As W is a subgroup of R,, , 
wa - aw - awa E W. 
Since (~a)” = 0 for z E 2, , we have z(wa - aw> - z2awa E W. Pick z E Z, 
with f - x # 0. We can do this as card 2, > 3. Since W is closed with 
respect to multipbcation by squares of elements in ZI , we have 
S(wa - aw) - 3awa E W. 
Hence the difference (ss - x)(wa - aw) E W. Let k = zz - 2. Then 
[ru, &z] E W for aa = 0. Let S be the additive subgroup generated by all Ka 
for a2 = 0 and a E RI, . Clearly S is a subspace of RI1 invariant with respect 
to conjugation by units of RI1 . As Rt,, has a nonidentity idempotent and 
card 2, > 2, we have, by Theorem 4.2 of [7], that 5’ C Z, or S 3 [RI, , R1J. 
Since 0 f Ka E S for some a with a2 = 0, we must have 5’3 [R,, , RL;I. 
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But then [IV, [R,, , RJ C W and by Theorem 4.1 of [7] WC 2, or 
WI [RI1 , R,,]. Since card 2, > 3, by Corollary 4.9 or Theorem 5.2 of [I, 
the group of units of RI,, is not solvable, and so the derived group is not in 2, . 
Thus W @ 2, and we have W 3 [R,, , R,,]. But W is a subring of R,, and so 
W = R,, [3, p. 91. Hence NT contains 1 -+ srlD for s E R,, . In a similar way 
we can obtain 1 $ srrec E NT for c E R,, . Thus, as 
we have 1 + r E NT for Y E R,, = RllrJ?a2 . Conjugation by E(1, 2) yields 
1 + s E Nr for s E Rzf . By Definition 2.4 T C NT. 
THEOREM 3.10. Given R which is ZDP, then T C IV,, provided that if R 
contains 2 x 2 matrix units then card Z > 3 and R,, contains a twnia’entity 
idempotent and is not 4-dimensional over its center if char Z = 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 NT contains an elementary transvection, and so 
by Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.9, we have T C NT _ 
COROLLARY 3.11. With the same hypothes~ as Theory 3.10, if .Z( T) is the 
center of T, then the motet group T’ = T/Z(T) is simple. 
Proof. Let M’ # 1’ be a normal subgroup of T’. Then the inverse image 
of PI’, say M, under the natural homomorphism, is normal in 2:. and 
M @ Z(T). By Theorem 3.10 T C M, and so, M’ 1= T’. 
Remark. We note that the requirement that R be ZDP is only necessary 
to insure us that NT contains an elementary transvection. If for example, 
with at least 3 x 3 matrix units, we knew that for g E NT - Z e,gii was a 
unit in R,, for i f j, then if hii were its inverse, we would have 
(1 - giihi,eij) g(l + giih,,eij) = f with fii = 0. 
Xote also that if gij = 0 originally, then f = gE(i, j) has fib = 0. Xow 
fji f 0 for some j. Pick sfK with k # i, j, such thatfiisik # 0. Then fsik # sik f 
and 
1 f: (f-l, 1 + Sik) = I + ~<k - fsik( f -’ -1 f -lsik) E NT v 
This new element h has hij = 0 and we can use the proof of Theorem 3.4, 
Cast II, and Theorem 3.5 to get T C NT. So when R contains at least 3 x 3 
matrix units, we need only that eiigtj is a unit in Rii with i # j. This will 
hold when Rjj is a division ring. 
4. As the Rii are isomorphic, we will now usually refer to Rii as the 
ring S, where there can be no confusion. The group of units of S will be 
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denoted by V, and the center of S’ by Z(S). Our goal here is to show that U 
is essential& simple. That is, the quotient of U’ by its center is simple. 
DmrxrrroN 4.1, N will denote the normal closure of T in U, and N1 the 
normal closure of T in u’, where by normal closure of G in H we mean the 
smallest subgroup K of U containing G, with H in the normalizer of K. 
Note that N C U but that without suitable assumptions on R, if R contains 
2 x 2 matrix units, we cannot say in general that iVi C u’. If R contains at 
least 3 x 3 matrix units, then, by Lemma 3.1 of [7& we have T C u’, and so 
NIC u’. 
DEFINITIOX 4.2. U is said to be diagonalizable ;f fm each u E U there 
are t and t’ in T with tut’ of the form 1 - e+i + v for v E V. 
There should be no confusion about the index i used in Definition 4.2. 
If we agree to fix some index, and we are able to get a unit into the form 
stated in the Definition, even for a different index, conjugation by a suitable 
E(i, j) allows us to assume that the final form of the diagonalized unit always 
involves the same index. 
We will generally want to know that a noncentral subgroup M <3 U’ 
contains T. This will be true if the hypothesis of Theorem 3.10 holds, for 
then T C U@), as these groups are normal in U. Hence if R is ZBP, and if 
when R contains 2 x 2 matrix units we have card 2 > 3, S contains a 
nonidentity idempotent, and S is not 4-dimensional over Z(S) if char Z = 2, 
then Twill be in all required subgroups. By the remark at the end of Section 3, 
w-e will also have what we want if R contains at least 3 x 3 matrix units and S 
is a division ring, We formalize this in 
DEFINITION 4.3. R is suitable if T C M for M any normal noncentral 
subgroup of U’. 
THEDXUW 4.4. Let R be suitabZe and U diag~aZi~abZe. Then u’ is 
ess~tia~~~ simple and u’ = Ut2j = N = AT1 . 
Proof. For u E U there are t, t’ E T with tut’ of the form in Definition 4.2, 
namely ht = 1 - e,, + a = h(u). Hence ZJ = h(u) s for s E N. Since 
(% , u2) = (1 - eii +f) w where f is in the derived group of V and w E N, 
we have by Lemma 3.7 that (ul , ua) EN. Thus U’ C N. Since R is suitable 
NC u’ and so U’ =: N. If we had begun with u E u’, since T C u’, WC 
would have h(u) E u’, and so, s E N, , and w E Ni . Thus by Lemma 3.7 
U(2) C Ni . As U(a) q u we have by suitability that T C U(2), and so, 
Nl = U(2). Since W2) Q U, it follows that I/’ = NC tY2), and we have the 
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second result of the theorem. Assume Al is a normal subgroup of U’ which 
contains the center of u’ properly. By suitability, T C M, and so, 
U’ = Nr C M, and M = LI’, which says that U’ is essentially simple. 
By Lemma 3.6, we know that T contains 
l- eii - ejj + V + ejp- 1 egj for VEV and ifj. 
Multiplying this on the right by I + ejlveijrid we get 
1 - ei, - ejj $ v + egu-letj $ Yji E T. 
We denote this element by D(v, Yji) where we allow rji = Oji = 0. As 
(1 + r,j)(l + Yik) =zr 1 + Yij + yik 
and 
(1 + Yji)( 1 $- Yki) = 1 + Yjt + lki for j, K f i, 
we can get 
D(v9 Oji) ( 1 + k;g xki) E z 
where xEi = yki for k # j and 
Xji --zz ejiVe,jYji . 
This new element will be denoted by r>,(q C r&l. Similarly we have D(v, yik) 
and L)~(v, C yik) in T. What this amounts to saying is that T contains elements 
that are essentially the identity with an arbitrary “row” or “column” added 
with the restriction that the new diagonal element is a unit and that its 
“inverse” appears somewhere else on the diagonal. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let S be a division ring and let R contain at least 3 x 3 
matrix units. Then u’ is essentially simple and U’ = lY@’ = N =-= iv, . 
Proof. By the remark at the end of Section 3, R is suitable. Hence, if U 
is diagonalizabie we wiIl be done by Theorem 4.4. Let R contain n x s 
matrix units. For u E ti let u-l = w. If *I f 0 let 
Then 
h = uD2(u’, -u’u12e21u’e12 - u’u13 - ‘** - u’ul,) 
has the property that h,, = e,, and h,j = 0 for j ;L-’ 1. Further, 
f = Dz (+ , -x b) h 
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has the property that fil = e, and fil =fik =0 for i,k# 1. A clear 
induction will get us down to an element tut’ = y for t, t’ E T, with yii = ei, 
for i # n, and yij = 0 for i # j, with ynn E V. If at any stage after we have 
ank=tut’withh,,=eiifori<kandhij=Ofori#jandiorjlessthan 
k, and it happens that h,, = 0, let w = h-1. All we do now is consider 
h’ = h(l + ZLJ(~~.~)~ + *** + ZQ). 
Then h’ has the same index properties as h, and in addition (h’)klt = eklc .
DEFIMTION 4.6, V will be called large if for x and y in S - V and not 
zero, there is v E V with x + v and y + v-l E V. 
LEMMA 4.7. If V is large then U is diugonalizabb. 
Proof. If R contains n x n matrix units, let the index in Definition 4.2 
be n. Pick u E U and let u-l = h. Then x3 ulrhjl = e,, . If h,, E V, then 
g = uQdhll , C hjd has gll = ell and 
(1 - jp) g (1 - pj) = 20 
where qL’lj = wj, = 0 for j # 1 and wX1 - en . If it were true that h,, 4 V 
but ql E V, we could arrive at an element similar to w by considering 
&(u,, , C uli) h, and then eliminating the first row and column as above. 
Xote that in this case we are beginning to diagonalize u-l. This makes no 
difference since if at any stage we have m = tu-9’ for t, t’ E T, where m has 
certain index properties as w above, then m-l will have these same index 
properties. 
Now assume that neither z+1 nor h,, is in V. If h,, - 0, let 
g = u(1 + xi h&. Then g II = e,, and proceed as above. If h,, f 0 but 
u 11 = 0, let g = (1 + xi uli) h and proceed as before. Thus we can assume 
that ull and h,, are not in V and are not zero. Since V is large, there is TJ E V 
with h,, $ ‘u and q1 + v-1 in V. So 
has the property that 
is in V. Hence we can proceed as above with g replacing ZJ, to obtain a unit 
w = tgt’ for t, t’ E T, where 
WI1 = e, , Wlj z Wjl = 0 for jf 1. 
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Note that w-l has these sarnc index properties. If n > 2, we continue the 
argument by considering w2a and (~-~)~a . Where before we used De( -, -), 
we will now use elements U,(o,, , -). By our construction, manipulations 
occuring while we arc working on index K will not affect the properties we 
have for indices i < K. Thus an obvious induction will bring us to an element 
w = td for t, t’ E T, wii = eii for i # n; wif := 0 for i # j, and w,, in V’. 
That is tut’ = I - e,, + z’, and ti is diagonalizable. 
THEOREM 4.X. If R is suitable and if V & large, then u’ is essentially 
simple and li’ = U@J = N = ATI . 
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, V large implies that U is diagonalizable. Thus 
Theorem 4.4 implies all of our conclusions. 
5. We digress for a moment to consider a class of rings for which 
we will have U’ = lP2) = iV, but not necessarily that U’ is essentially 
simple. 
If C, is the n x n matrix ring over a ring C, let T,, be the group of trans- 
vections with respect to the usuaf matrix units in C, . Bass [2, p. 3681 has 
defined a ring C to be generahked E~l~dean if given & aibi = 0 with 
ai , bi E C and bj + 0 for somej, then there is t E 7’,, with the row (a, ,..., a,) t 
having a zero coordinate. Clearly, by the proof of Lemma 4.7 this is all we 
need to insure the diagonalizability of the group of units U,, of C, . For if 
u E GR with inverse h, then 
and so ut contains a zero entry for some t f T, . Using suitable E’(i, j), we can 
assume that the zero is in a diagonal position. That is, we can assume that 
(ut)<$ = 0. Then E(i, l)(ut) E(1, i) h as a zero in the (1, 1) position and we 
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
TIIEORIDI 5.1. If C is generalized Euclidean and if U, is the group of units 
of C,, , then (U,)’ is contained in the normal closure M of 1;, . If n & 3, then 
(UJ’ = (U,J*) = :M and (U,J ’ is also the normal closure of T,, in (UJ. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the discussion immediately 
above. The second follows from the fact that if n > 3, then Lemma 3. I of [7] 
implies that S;, C (&)’ and T, C (C;,Jrz). 
Examples of generalized Euclidean rings are Euclidean rings and the group 
algebra of any free group or monoid over a field [2, p. 3681. 
6. In this section we will obtain the result of KapIansky. We will be 
concerned with simple subalgebras R of the ring of al1 bounded linear 
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operators on some Hilbert space. We assume that R contains x* for all x E R, 
where * is an involution obtained from taking adjoints. We also want R to 
he weakly closed (see [S]), We call R a W* algebra. 
LEMMA 6.1. If A is any W* algebra and s E A ztiith s =-; 9, then s - C is 
invertible in A far any nonred compiex number c. 
PYOOf. [S, p. 3001. 
TllEOREM 6.2. Let R = A,, where A is a simple IV* algebra. Suppose 
that for x E A there is some unit v E A Roth vx -= s ~?~rnet~~c. That is, s = 9. 
Then U is dizgonaEi.zubEe. 
Proof. Let 
s=r -) - -, 
be a unit in R. Let v be a unit in A with vu = s symmetric. By Lemma 3.6, 
t, = R 0 ( 1 0 g-
is in T. Thus we have 
with inverse 
and so sx f- bw = 1. Choose a nonreal complex number k not in the spectrum 
of x. Then 
s(x - k) -I- bw = 1 - Sk = -k(s - k-1). 
Since s is symmetric and k is not real, 1 - sk is a unit in A. Hence, since 
x-k t, = w 
we have 
f,gt, = ( 
I- sk b, 
Cl 1 4 * 
If 
t 1 .- sk 
3 
= 
0 (1 _o,K,_l E ‘> 
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t,t,gt, = 1 b, ( ) c2 4 ’ 
If 
and 
t, = (:, ;b2), 
1 0 
t4v,gtzt, = 0 u ( 1 
for u a unit in A. Hence the group of units in R is diagonalizable. 
Recalling that a projection is a symmetric idempotent, we make 
DEFINITION 6.3. Two projections e and f in A are equivalent, written 
e N f, if there is u E eAf with uu* = e and u*u = f. 
DEFINITION 6.4. A is called finite if when e N f for e and f projections, 
thnl-e-1-f. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let R = A, where A is a factor of type I, or II1 . Then U 
is essentially simple and CT’ = N = Nl = Uc2J. 
Proof. We need only verify the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4. Since any 
nonzero element of A has a multiple which is a nonzero idempotent, A is 
clearly ZDP. As 2 is the field of complex numbers, we have that R is suitable. 
By Theorem 6.2 we need only show that for x E A, there is a unit v E A with 
ZIX symmetric. 
Since A is a IV* algebra, it is possible [lo, p. I .30-l .31] to write x = us 
where s is the symmetric element (x*x)~/~, u*u = e and uu* = f, where 
es = s and f (xx*)l12 = (xx*)~/~. By Definition 6.3, the projections e and f 
are equivalent. Since A is a finite factor, there is w E (1 -f) A(1 - e) with 
w*w=l-eandww*=I-f.Then 
(w* + u”) x = (w * -/- u*) us = w*us + u*us = es = s, 
since w * E (1 - e) A( 1 -f) and u E fAe. Furthermore 
(w* + u*)(w + u) = (w + u)(w* + u*> = 1. 
So v = w* + u* is a unit in A with vx = s, a symmetric element. 
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We note that Theorem 6.5 holds for R = A, for k > 2, for in the 
diagonalization of units, it suffices to be able to get a diagonal element to 
be symmetric, for then we can follow the proof of Theorem 6.2. Clearly, 
the method of Theorem 6.5 works for any integer K 3 2. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If R itself is a factor of type II, then u’ is essentially 
simple. 
Proof. It is well known that R is isomorphic to A, for any n and a 
corresponding A, which is itself a factor of type II1 . 
7. Let us suppose that we are trying to diagonalize a unit u, and either 
(Ut)ii or (tU),i is either right or left invertible for some t E T and some i. 
Say h = ut and hii has a right inverse gii . Then 
f = h(l - g,i(h,j - eij)) R(j) i), 
and we have that fii = eii and we can proceed with the diagonalization as in 
previous proofs. We record this fact as 
LEMMA 7.1. A unit u can be put in diagonal form if at any stage in the 
usual diagonalization procedure, we can get either (ut)ii or (tu)ii to be right or 
left invertible for some t E T and some i with uii + eii . 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf K is any regular ring in the sense that for x E K there is 
b E K with xbx = x, then for x E K, either x has a left inverse or xs = 0 for 
a non-zero s E K, and either x has a right inverse or sx = 0 for a nonzero s E K. 
Proof. Suppose xs = 0 implies s = 0. For some b E K we have xbx = x, 
and so x(bx - 1) = 0. Hence bx = 1 and x has a left inverse. The proof for 
the other side is similar. 
Let M be an infinite dimensional vector space over a division ring D. Let 
dim, M = Q. Clearly M e M @ M as vector spaces. Hence 
L = hom,(M, M) z hom,(M @ M, M @ M) = L, , 
and as is well known, L, z L @o D, as rings, where D, is the 2 x 2 matrix 
ring over D. Hence L. z L, z L @n D, . Now L has a unique maximal 
ideal 
L, =- {xEL 1 rankx < q} [4, p. 931. 
So L, @o D, is the unique maximal ideal of L @ D, [4, p. 1091. Therefore, 
L’ = L/L, s (L @ D,)/(L, @ D,) g (L/L,) @ D, s L’ @ D, . 
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Now L’ is a regular ring [6, p. I IO], simple, and infinite dimensional over its 
center. If card D > 3, then all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.10 arc fulfilled. 
If we can show that the group of units of L’ is diagonalisable, then Theorem 
4.4 will hold. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let L and L’ he as above. Then we have: 
(1) If B EL with dim(ker B) < q, then B’ has a right inverse in L’. 
(2) If B EL, then B’ = O’, B’ has a left inverse in L’, or the dimension of 
any complement of the range of B is q. 
Proof. (I) Kate that if K’ EL’ and K’ f- 0’, then if K F+ K’ we must 
have that the rank of K is q. Thus if there is K’ EL’ with K’ # 0’ and 
K’B’ = 0’, then rank KB < q, and since rank K = q, it follows that 
dim(ker B) = q, contradicting our assumption. Since K’B’ = 0’ implies 
that K’ = 0’, and since L’ is regular, we have by Lemma 7.2 that B’ has a 
,ight inverse in L’. 
(2) As L’ is regular, if B’ f 0’, then by Lemma 7.2 either B’ has a left 
inverse, or there is a K’ # 0’ with B’K’ = 0’. That is, BK has rank < q. 
Let J = range B and 1M = J @ P. Assume that dim P < q. If dim JK = q 
then we have dim MBK = q which contradicts B’K’ = 0’. If dim JK < q, 
then rank K < q, since dim P < q, and so K’ = 0’. Thus if B’ does not have 
a left inverse, we must have dim P = q. 
Let 
be a unit in L’ @ D, . If any Ai’ = 0’, then G or multiplication by a suitable 
E(i,j) will give a unit H with Hi, either left or right invertible; similarly, 
if any Ai’ is already left or right invertible. In these cases we can diagonalize 
G immediately, using Lemma 7.1. so let us assume that Al’, A,’ f 0’ and 
are not invertible on either side. If M = Range A, @ PI = Range A, @ P2 , 
then by Lemma 7.3 we know that the dimensions of all four subspaces are q. 
Hence there is a unit H in L with ii an isomorphism of Range A, onto PI . 
Assume that for m E iM, that m(A, - A&-I) = 0. Then mA, = mA,I?. 
But then mA,H E PI n Range A, = 0. As H is a unit, mA, = mA, = 0. 
Now since G is a unit, there are B, and B, in L with 
A,‘B,’ + A,‘B,’ = I’, 
which implies that A,B, + A.& = I + K where rank K < q. Now if 
m E ker(f + K), then (-m) K = m, and so dim(ker(1 + K)) < q. But we 
have seen that m E ker(A, - A,H) implies that m E ker A, n ker A,, which 
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implies that m E ker(Z + K). Hence dim(ker(A, - A&)) < Q. By part (1) 
of Lemma 7.3, A,’ - A,‘H’ has a right inverse in L’. 
Hence, 
G (-;z, ;:) = F 
has the property that F,, has a right inverse in L’, and so the units of L’ are 
diagonalizable. We now have Theorem 4.4 for L’ under the restriction that 
card D > 3. We can actually ignore this restriction. In exactly the same way 
as above we could obtain L’ g L’ @ D, . For the unit ZZ above we can find 
ZZr satisfying A,’ - (A,‘B,’ -i- A,‘B,‘) ZZr has a right inverse, where we have 
A,‘B,’ f A,‘B,’ ‘- A,‘B,’ = I’. 
The matrix we multiply G by becomes 
The only problem that can occur is the situation in which we have 
A,‘B,’ -j- A,‘B, either right or left invertible, for then we cannot apply 
Lemma 7.3 as we did above. However, if A,‘B,’ + A,‘B,’ = V’ has a right 
inverse w’, then we have immediately that 
and 
-B,‘W’(A,’ - I’) 0’ Z 
F,, = A,’ - (A,‘B,‘W’ + A,‘B,‘W’)(A,’ -I’) = A,’ - (A,’ -I’) =.: I’. 
If V’ has a left inverse a similar argument works on G-r. Hence we have 
shown 
THEOREM 7.4. If M is an in$nite dimensional vector space over a division 
ring D, L = hom,(M, M), L’ the unique simple homomorphic image of L, and 
U the group of units of L’, then the derived group U’ : Ut2’ and U’ is essentially 
simple. 
We can obtain these same results for certain other types of regular rings. 
First we require 
LEMMA 7.5. Let C be a primitive ring zxith identity, Z the center of C, M a 
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faithful irreducible C module with commuting ring D, and K = hom,(M, M). 
If card D > dim, M, then for s E C, we have ker(s - z) = 0 for all but at most 
dim, M distinct z. 
Proof. Clearly, we need only show that for distinct z we get D-independent 
elements in ker(s - a). Let {m,} be a collection of nonzero elements of M, 
all characteristic for s, and no two characteristic for the same x. Let 
m,s = x,m, . Suppose that the set {m,} does not consist of D-independent 
elements. Let Cy-, dim,, = 0 be a nontrivial dependence relation of minimal 
length. Hence we have 
As 
0 = C dima, = (x dim,,) s = 1 d&,,s) = C 4zafmos .
we have 
dim, = - i dimat , 
i=2 
Since this is a shorter dependence relation, either di = 0 for each i or 
- a,, for some i # 1. In either case we arrive at a contradiction, and so, 
$&mu& be D-independent. 
THEORFM 7.6. Let R and S be dej&d as usual. Assume that S is regular 
with M a faithful irreducible S module with commuting ring D, and assume 
that card Z(S) > dim, M > 2. Then u’ is essentially simple and u’ = 
lJc2, = N = Nl . 
Proof. Since dim, M > 2, S is not a division ring, and being regular 
contains idempotents.Clearly S is ZDP. By assumption S is not 4-dimensional 
over Z(S), and so, R is suitable. If we can show that U is diagonalizable then 
our desired results will follow from Theorem 4.4. 
First suppose that x E S and xy = eip for y E S. Then 
t, = (1 - erix)( 1 + yeif) = 1 - ejix + ye, - ejj E T, 
and so, 
t = E( j, i) t, = (1 - eii - ejj + x + eji + eji yeij) E T 
with tii = x and tik = 0 for k f i. Thus 
t (1 + y C rik) = Fj (% C rik) 
k#i 
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is in T. This element is essentially the identity with the i-th andj-th and rows 
altered so that the i-th row has x on the diagonal and arbitrary elements in 
the rest of the row. 
Now if dir, M is finite, then S is a matrix ring over a division ring. 
Hence we are done by Theorem 4.5. Thus WC can assume that dim, M is 
infinite. Let g E U and g-r .= h. Then 
1 hlkgkl = ell . 
k 
By Lemma 7.5 there is a z E Z(S) with 
ker(h,, - ‘z) - ker(gr, - z-r) = 0. 
Then hI - z (and g,, - z-l) has a right inverse in hom,(M, M) so cannot 
be a right zero divisor. By Lemma 7.2 h,, - x (and so gr, - z-l) has a right 
inverse in S. Let 
u :.: F; (hl, - x, c h,,) g. 
Then we have 
and so has a right inverse, say s,~ . Hence , 
has the property that fil = e,, . Using the methods of Lemma 4.7 we proceed 
to diagonalize g. We need only note that as we proceed and are working on 
the k-th index, we must use F,(-, -) where p > k. In this way, as in 
Lemma 4.7, we will not affect the index properties already achieved for 
smaller indices. 
8. We now turn our attention to the case where S is algebraic over its 
center, Z(S). We begin with 
DEFINITION 8.1. An algebra C over a jield Z is called algebraic over Z if, 
given c E C, there is p(x) f: 0 i?ilz Z[x], the polynomial ring over 2 in an indeter- 
m&ant x, with p(c) = 0. 
We recall the following well-known facts: 
(1) There exists a unique manic p(x) of smallest degree with p(c) -= 0. 
This p(x) is called the minimal polynomial for c. 
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(2) Each c E C is either a zero divisor or is invertible as the constant term 
of its minimal polynomial is or is not zero. 
LEMX~A 8.2. Let K be simple and algebraic over its center Z, with card Z 
infinite. Then for s E K and z E Z, s - z is invertible in K for all but Jinitely 
many x. 
Proof. By [4, p. 201 s - x is not invertible exactly when z is a root of the 
minimal polynomial for s. Since any element of Z[X] has only finitely many 
roots in Z, the Lemma follows. 
‘hEOREM 8.3. Let R and S be as usual. Let S be algebraic over Z(S), 
which is infinite, and suppose that S ti not a division ring. Then C” is essentially 
simple ad u’ = U(2) = Ai = Nl . 
Proof. S not a division ring implies that S is ZDP and contains idem- 
potents. If S is a matrix ring over a division ring, then we are done by 
Theorem 4.5. Otherwise R is suitable. Hence if V is large we will be done 
using Theorem 4.8. But by Lemma 8.2 we have that for x and y in S, for all 
but at most finitely many .a E Z(S), both x - z and y - z are invertible. 
Since Z(S) is infinite there is w E Z(S) C V with x + w and y -;- w-l in I/. 
Thus V is large and Theorem 4.8 applies. 
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